Chettinad Seepu Seedai Recipe
/ Diwali Snacks

Seepu Seedai is a traditional chettinad special snack. Seepu
means Comb. This seedai has comb design and hence the name.
When I asked this chettinad seepu seedai recipe to my friend
(Subbu Lakshmi), she sent me her grandma’s recipe in watsapp.
I immediately tried it and it was very tasty and crispy. I
have seen this recipe in so many blogs but this is the first
time I tried my hands, to my surprise it came out awesome. I
really like the coconut milk flavor in it. Making seepu seedai
at home is time consuming and you need little patience to make
it. Kids will surely enjoy this snack by wearing them on their

fingers before the munch it. Try this crunchy snack for coming
diwali, share it with your friends and enjoy. Also check other
chettinadu recipe – Adhirasam.

How to make chettinad seepu seedai
recipe

Chettinad Seepu Seedai Recipe / Diwali Snacks

Save Print
Prep time
2 hours
Cook time
30 mins
Total time
2 hours 30 mins
Seepu seedai is a traditional chettinadu snacks made with rice
flour,dal and coconut milk. You can make this for coming
diwali
Author: Gayathri Ramanan
Recipe type: snacks
Cuisine: Indian
Ingredients
4 Cups of Raw Rice (Maavu Arisi)
¾ Cup of Urad Dal, Roast it and powder it
½ Cup of Moong Dal, Roast it and powder it
1 Small Coconut -Extract the thick coconut milk
Water and salt as needed
Instructions
1. Rinse the raw rice twice and soak it in a water for 1
hour. Drain the water and spread it in a clean white
towel and dry it for 45 mins. It has to be little moist.
Now transfer it to a mixie jar and grind it to a fine
powder. Sieve it finely.
2. Now add grated coconut to a mixie jar and add little
water, grind it. Extract the milk and keep it aside.

3. Heat a pan, add urad dal till golden brown. Transfer dal
to a mixie jar and powder it finely and sieve it. Keep
it aside.
4. Heat a pan, add moong dal till golden brown. Transfer
dal to a mixie jar and powder it finely and sieve it.
Keep it aside.
5. In a idly pan, steam the flour for 5 mins.
6. In a bowl, add rice flour, urad dal powder, moong dal
powder and salt. Mix it well. Slightly warm the coconut
milk and add little by little to the flour and add
little water if needed. Knead it to a smooth dough
without cracks.
7. Take your murukku press, place the template and fill it
with little dough.
8. Press it on a plate or paper to a long strips. Cut it
into small strips with knife. Roll it around your finger
and seal the edges. Repeat the same process for the rest
of the dough.
9. Heat the oil and when it is hot add seedai and in medium
flame, fry it. It will take long time to cook.
10. After “ssh” sound stops, take it out and drain it in a
paper towel.
11. Repeat the same procedure for the rest of the seedai.
12. Seepu seedai is ready to serve.
Notes
Alternate method in which you can use hair comb to shape the
seedai.Buy a new comb, grease it with oil. Press the dough
slightly over the comb, you will get impression and then roll
it.
Always use homemade rice flour. Do not use ready made rice
flour to make this seedai.
If you get maavu arisi, use that to get crispy seepu seedai.
Sieving is must for all flours (rice flour and dal)
Coconut milk gives a nice taste.
You can also use little butter if you want.
If your dough is little sticky, add some more flour and knead
it again.
Always cook the seepu seedai in medium flame. It takes long

time to cook.

Easy Butter Murukku Recipe /
Diwali Snack Recipe

Butter Murukku Recipe is one of the simplest murukku recipe
which can be made during diwali or krishna jayanthi. I am a
big fan of butter murukku, as it was crispy, yet soft and
delicious in taste. To make butter murukku, you need store
bought rice flour, gram flour, butter, cumin and salt. Butter
adds a nice taste and flavor to this murukku. You can use any
mould to make this murukku, I used thenkuzhal murukku mould
and made into pieces. You can also try star shape mould to get
store like butter murukku. If you are a beginner, you can try

this easy butter murukku recipe for coming diwali 2014.
Check out other murukku recipes
1. Thenkuzhal Murukku
2. Mullu Murukku

Ingredients for Easy Butter
Murukku Recipe

Preparation Time : 15 mins
Cooking Time: 30 mins
Serves: 4
• 2 Cups of Raw Rice Flour (Store bought )
• 1 Cup of Pottukadalai (fried gram)
• Pinch of Asafoetida
• 2.5 Tbsp of Butter
• 1 Tsp of Sesame Seeds
• 1 Tsp of Cumin (Jeera)
• Water as Required
• Oil to deep fry

Method
Recipe

for

Easy

Butter

Murukku

Take roasted gram and grind it to a fine powder.
Sieve both the rice flour and fried gram powder together
in a bowl.
Melt the butter in a microwave for 10 secs.
In a bowl containing flour, add
asafoetida, melted
butter, sesame seeds, cumin, salt, and water, mix well.
Knead it to get a soft, smooth dough.
Grease the murukku press with oil, on inner wall of the
press. Place the dough into murukku press, with
thenkuzhal mould at the bottom. You can also use star
shape mould.
Meanwhile, heat oil in a kadai/ shallow pan, when the
oil is hot (325 Degree F), press the murukku directly to

the oil. Cook the murukku on both sides till “Ssh” sound
ceases and they turn golden brown color. Always cook
murukku in a medium flame. Once it done, drain it in a
paper towel.
Repeat the same process for the rest of the dough. Store
it in a airtight container after it completely cool
down.
Crispy & Tasty butter murukku is ready to enjoy.

Tips
Always cook murukku in a medium flame.
Adjust salt according to your taste.
Asafetida and cumin aids in digestion.
If you are planning to make in larger scale, then cover
the dough with wet cloth, otherwise it get dried soon.
If you don’t have butter, add ghee.
If you are vegan, add hot oil instead of butter.
If you don’t have store bought rice flour, you can also
make it in your home with raw rice. It involves soaking,
air drying and then ground it into a fine flour.
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